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1 Getting to Know You!

“Out the door with you, Giorgio! To higher ground! There’s a huge tsunami coming!” Those were the 
words we sent our hero away with, weren’t they? In his dirty street shoes, right back through the 
kitchen door he had left open on his way in, scarcely five minutes ago. Minutes that could have cost 
him his life. He didn’t realize the danger he was in, and so did not tarry – but did not hurry either. He 
did what he thought he had to do.

Leaving the kitchen he passed the blaring radio – did he turn it off, the usual way? By pulling the plug, 
so conveniently located near the exit? Or, had he given up on house and home and radio by the time he 
had gotten what he had come for? Dear reader, it is probable. Our incidental hero was not in his normal
frame of mind, no, not at all, you see.

The earthquake of 14:46 had shaken him to the core – even if he didn’t realize it until many months 
later.

Dear reader! While our man Giorgio is crossing the five meters of open space where the laundry hangs 
out to dry on a sunny day, let me ask you what you think of him. Is he reasonable in his folly? Would 
you have acted similarly?

You have followed my report through quite a lot of pages already, and I hope you are willing to go on 
reading until we reach an end to this messy report of nature not doing what man wants it to do. To 
kindly behave, please, and just be of use! It’s a long report. It never really ends. By the time of writing 
these lines, a few days before the Christmas of 2015, I have followed events for very close to five 
years, and still not scratched the surface. One crucial year is absolutely necessary to remember, 
however; a year of living dangerously.

The whole world escaped an epic catastrophe – and Japan squandered a chance to draw consequences. 
Japan was ready for change in 2011 – the political establishment wasn’t.

These two tragedies need to be remembered. I hope you will follow me some more, now!

Can you connect to me, kneeling here (actually I just needed to stretch my right leg so I sit a little 
uncomfortably right now) I wonder? Can I reach you with my words? Is there a spot inside you I 
touched to make you a little more thoughtful, a little more compassionate, even? Life is precious. That 
is the one lesson I learned, and I just have to try and tell everybody about how fragile our modern lives 
are. Snuffed out in a flick.

I know perfectly well how badly qualified I am to teach and preach as there must be countless others 
who suffer much more than I do. Here, in the vicinity of the beast – but unscathed. So far.

Close to twenty thousand lives were lost to the tsunami on that one day, and more than two thousand 
died because of the meltdowns in Dai-ichi. Yes, more than two thousand dead are officially recognized 
as victims of the confusion Dai-ichi caused. Collateral damage, as a NATO press release would say. 
They were old, and sick, and needed more care than they received in that cruel month of March. Over a
hundred desperate souls killed themselves. So, who am I to wail and weep? There must be hundreds of 
writers here in Fukushima who can convey the horror better than I possibly could! But – where are 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Tokyo+Electric+Power+Co.+Fukushima+Daiichi+Nuclear+Power+Plant+Affairs+Department+protection+management+group/@37.4211745,141.0284734,863m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x6020dd48057a6a21:0xa2b7bee2c047d9e2!8m2!3d37.4211703!4d141.0327856
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2011_T%C5%8Dhoku_earthquake_and_tsunami


they? People here just want to forget, and go on with their lives. I can understand that. I also have to go
on make a living, Mariko is at work from early morning, still, I am different. I can not forget, and I 
think “Fukushima” must not be forgotten. I was near enough the fire. I was too close, actually, and 
can’t get the stench out of my nose. I heard the horsemen gallop past, and let me tell you, it scared me. 
They say “No more Hiroshima!” for very good reasons, and I write to establish “No more Fukushima!”
next to that fading memory of nuclear bombings seventy years in the past. Chernobyl was not taken 
seriously, “ah, those drunken Russians”, and about “Fukushima” we are told that a tsunami caused the 
meltdown and deaths. IT IS A LIE! Greed is at the root of Dai-ichi’s triple meltdowns. This is what I 
want you to understand. Greed is at the core of our so called modern civilization, and it is killing us all. 
A passing glimpse is all I had, a flash of a harsh, white light – it was enough to scar me for life. Let me 
warn you about the danger of complacency, if only for the sake of the forgotten victims of Dai-ichi. 
Maybe, just maybe they would want me to tell my story for all of them. That is why I call these books 
the “Voice of Fukushima”. It is not for those who try to forget everything I pretend to speak, definitely 
not. There are many voices in Fukushima, there is a cacophony of shouts and sighs and murmurs – and 
there is the silence of the lost. It is the lost I try to give a voice here, it is the defeated who need 
someone like me. I know how they feel because I am one of them.

Dear reader, to me, in writing all this down, what really counts is you. A little like me, I suppose, you 
are. Busy with your life, wedged in between all kinds of musts and must nots, trying so hard to be good
and still somehow incapable of living up to your own expectations. Curious, and caring. On your way 
to some faraway goal you only vaguely feel calling out for you. Curious, and wanting to be loved and 
understood. This is the way we all are, and as we are all in it together, you are bound to be somewhat 
interested in finding out how a fellow human being lived through a catastrophe that killed many, and 
after that, blighted, and continues to blight so many more lives.

Your own life is in danger, too, you may understand deep down your insides. We have rigged the whole
planet with devices ready to blow up like these hideous contact mines that execute you the very instant 
you step off them. Have you ever read a novel where the unlucky hero realizes he has stepped just on 
such a device? How long can you stand still before you have to move in one way or the other? You may
count the seconds remaining, you may scream for help, you may pray. It is no good. You have activated
the trigger.

Approximately 450 nuclear power plants are ready to make Earth unsuitable for human life the very 
moment their keepers’ attention strays a day or two for whatever reason. Those nuclear plants are like 
giant tops ready to tumble any moment. You don’t keep them spinning and you die. It’s that simple. 
Each and every one of those plants needs electricity to cool its fuel rods. Some unforeseen event cuts 
the power lines and you are in trouble. Up shit creek without a paddle. Pardon me. “Beyond design-
basis” the engineers call it.

Dear reader, I almost feel I have come to know you a little! Isn’t it true? Communication is a two way 
street. The waters of the ocean have plenty enough salt to have some of it seep into the groundwater 
beneath the ruins of Dai-ichi, as was just last week found to the scientists’ great surprise, and in return 
receive radioactivity. There are no exceptions to the rule. You do or see something, you read something 
– whatever it may be – and it will change you a tiny little bit. Advertisement makers know it. The 
Jesuits knew it.

Me, spending these endless hours in front of my computer screen, can’t escape becoming a little 
robotic. Machines are taking over everywhere, and we humans adapt to them even as we think they 
become more like us! It’s a two-way street, that one as well.

https://www.carbonbrief.org/mapped-the-worlds-nuclear-power-plants


To understand each other, we turn to each other to become “something new” for a short time. Our 
contact will ignite some tiny spark, dear reader, to carry both of us on a little, whoever you may be, 
wherever you are. We are united in our travail, whatever it may be. Shared suffering is suffering 
reduced, just as shared joy is the only real joy. So, I thank you for sharing! We humans will have to 
stick together more than we realize at present, don’t you think?

You can trust me. Having paid your three dollars something of an entrance fee, you are free to wander 
wherever your fancy takes you. I have admitted you in to my brain – to a certain extent. At the same 
time you have to let me inside your life – to a certain extent. We are no strangers.

Well then, are you ready to finally follow me out the garden gate? It is a simple affair, this frail wooden
gate, a relic of the board-fence age, and often mended to boot. Creaking on its hinges and all, but the 
only way to go that day.

Out there, immediately was a choice to be made. Where to? And how? By car? On foot?



2 Friday Afternoon

Mariko, my wife, had doubtless gone to Yoshima, I reckoned. I was sure she was safe. Should I get in 
the car and follow her? Picturing the road through the hills I decided instinctively against it. Saw 
debris, impassable bridges and what not, perfectly ignoring my own idea of Mariko haven driven off to 
safety only thirty minutes ago. On that very road.

I was going to walk. The hill in back of our house it would be. The temple with its beautiful green 
slanted roof, so reassuring in its antiquity! Myooken-sama is its name. We love it and go there often. 
Mariko carried her firstborn up there who knows how many times, the Japanese way, gently rocking 
her daughter on her back as she walked. Two years later it would be baby Leon in the driver’s seat, with
little May holding on to her mother’s hand, and in another blink of the eye both of the children would 
be off to school half a world away.

For some golden years before that our children often played up there in both summer and winter. One 
fine January Sunday in 1997 brought enough snow to go sledding down that hillock for some glorious 
hours. We even built a huge snowman! I still remember how stunned I was our family ruled the slope 
totally unchallenged that special day of abundant snow and sunshine. No other children came out to 
play. There must have been something good on TV. “Watch your life in full color!” I’ll never forget the 
silence all around us, broken only by one pair of voices in the distance. I just couldn’t understand.

We had a tradition of taking family photos in the golden late afternoon sun of autumn up there ever 
since Leon was just a happily grinning baby of under a year. There is an ochre earthen wall that made a 
beautiful background to a series of pictures running throughout a decade and then some more. I used to 
wear the same red windbreaker year after year. A piece Mariko had bought for me to wear on my bike 
when cool October came along so many years ago. I used to ride my Honda 125CB to work, and once 
even had Shacho, the intrepid owner of “Mexico’s” restaurant, ride pillion with the crazy young 
foreigner all the way down to Taira. The best three photos of the series however, show Happy, our good
cat peering up the wall in shot one, stretching up high after takeoff, with both May and Leon watching 
her incredulously in shot two, and finally Happy retreating from a “mission impossible” in shot three. 
That wall was too high even for her enormous agility and prowess.

“Happy”! I should not have mentioned her, maybe, in passing. She was an abandoned cat who May 
adopted when she was in her first year of school. May loves cats so much! Soon Happy was a member 
of the family, as would her kitten, Hippy, soon be. Those two were our children’s best friends and 
incorruptible educators at the same time. May still has a little scar to prove it. Cats are good at making 
you believe they can be bought – but really, they can not. Mum and Dad were pushovers, Happy never 
was.

May would be the one to write about Happy, though, just as Leon should sing Hippie’s praises. Both 
cats are no longer, although they lived long lives. We remember them with great fondness and 
gratitude!

Happy, especially, has a place in my heart. She was faithful and true to me much more than I deserved. 
In those nine long years of solitude I lived here without my family Happy the cat was my only 
companion and never once deserted me. Hippy by then had decamped during the great epidemic of 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Hokushinmyokenson/@37.1052821,140.9799882,1183m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m13!1m7!3m6!1s0x0:0x0!2zMzfCsDA2JzE5LjAiTiAxNDDCsDU5JzAzLjciRQ!3b1!8m2!3d37.1052778!4d140.9843611!3m4!1s0x6021176b9dc0b469:0xc2c3dcd8aa4aa57d!8m2!3d37.1064495!4d140.9846427
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Yoshima+Post+Office/@37.0702911,140.8524487,12z/data=!4m13!1m7!3m6!1s0x60211005cfc9db55:0x24524732e1a30259!2sYoshima+Post+Office!3b1!8m2!3d37.0637163!4d140.8539508!3m4!1s0x60211005cfc9db55:0x24524732e1a30259!8m2!3d37.0637163!4d140.8539508?hl=en


fleas, summer of 2000, and lived happily with granny Mihara three houses down the narrow street. 
Happy, too, had disappeared once, I now recall, and had me search for her high and low. I posted 
photos throughout Yotsukura and answered a dozen calls of “She’s here!” without finding her. Far away
Mariko and the children prayed and sent all their love here to help the lost cat find its way back home. 
To no avail, it seemed. After more than two weeks, however, I couldn’t believe my own eyes when I 
got up one morning and saw her curled up on her favorite cushion like nothing had happened at all. 
How meager she was, though! And her tail – one long, bad wound.

The vet had to amputate most of it. The operation went fine. Happy was back! In no time flat she was 
her former self. What had shredded her tail, though? Where had she been after that happening? She had
a certain smell of seaweed on her, the tangy one a seaweed processing plant by the beach exuded, but 
we never learned more. She lived for years with that short tail, and we finally laid her to rest beneath a 
cherry tree up on the very hill I too took refuge that cloudy afternoon of March 11.

I still see myself walking west, away from the sea, towards the hill. I felt silly! I felt a fraud. “What am 
I doing here?” was what I thought. “On the run?!” What stupidity, somehow. What an idiocy. To carry 
all your stuff in a flea market satchel making yourself believe it’s necessary to abandon ship? Where is 
the danger, then? Where IS the tsunami? I can’t see it!

I just could not fathom I was doing the right thing. The only thing there was to do!

It felt so strange to walk these two hundred meters away from my own life.

Saw someone hurrying somewhere, nodding a polite and embarrassed “hello” in passing, thinking 
nothing at all. Encountering some kind of blank space in my mind, some brick wall of non-
understanding. WHAT IS GOING ON?

This exactly is, I learned later, the greatest danger for someone in a calamity like the one I found 
myself in. You just can’t believe it is happening. You can’t believe it is happening to you, you can’t 
believe it is happening NOW.

After 2011 experts analyzed how people reacted to the tsunami warnings. They found that my failure to
realize that the world I had known was just coming down on me hard was the very thing that killed 
hundreds. It was plain impossible for me to realize that the wave was about to engulf my precious little 
life, just as it was impossible for many who were closer to the sea than I was. Your brain makes you 
ready for fight or flight only once it perceives a threat as real. It wants data before it releases 
appropriate hormones. You see the snake – and you shrink back. A tsunami you were vaguely warned 
about does not make you run. There are disturbing YouTube videos that show people already on safe, 
elevated ground who see the tsunami move in trying to alert stragglers down below to the approaching 
danger – in vain. The stragglers start running only after they see the fast rising waters snaking after 
them. For some of those on film it was already too late by then.

The only thing you can do to override this wait-and-see response is to practice, it seems. Practice 
running at the first sign of danger. Just run! Think later.

In hindsight it is easy, of course. Is it worth it to put in the effort? Tsunami alerts every two months, 
school children routinely heading for high ground? Not here, in Iwaki, but in the northern prefectures 
of Miyagi and Iwate a necessity it seems. Preparing for the black swan of misfortune may seem a waste
of time and money not only in this case, but, who can think of the Okawa school in Ishinomaki on the 
Sanriku Coast and not want to protect children better.

The Okawa elementary school is situated by the Kitakami River three kilometers away from the sea. 
Teachers and students all fled the building after the quake but no decision what to do next could be 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Kitakami+River/@38.5535871,141.3775698,13z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x5f89a87e480cabc5:0xa16fa3773d939f58!8m2!3d38.5205641!4d141.3061558?hl=en
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanriku_Coast
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Okawa+elementary+school+site/@38.5535871,141.3775698,13z/data=!4m13!1m7!3m6!1s0x5f89a87e480cabc5:0xa16fa3773d939f58!2sKitakami+River!3b1!8m2!3d38.5205641!4d141.3061558!3m4!1s0x5f89abea519f5aed:0x794349f0ca5a7804!8m2!3d38.5459502!4d141.4283752?hl=en
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Iwate,+Japan/@39.595662,140.241439,8z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x5f8590d0ed093a23:0x662c817ee87f406c!8m2!3d39.5832989!4d141.2534574?hl=en
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Miyagi,+Japan/@38.3877281,140.4156267,9z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x5f8892ddfbe0dc71:0xce6fb9385107a4ad!8m2!3d38.630612!4d141.1193048?hl=en
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Iwaki,+Fukushima+Prefecture,+Japan/@37.0875657,140.5055635,10z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x60210447d5208bc7:0x807a04d828077453!8m2!3d37.0504195!4d140.8876817?hl=en


reached. While thirteen staff and 108 students stood in the schoolyard unsure of their fate the tsunami 
was on its way. When finally it was decided to evacuate, and fatally the escape route taken led across 
the little river, a wall of dirty brown water roared in and drowned most of them. Seventy-four students 
and nine teachers died there and then. It is heartbreaking to read about this, especially as there was so 
much time, and there was a safe hill right in back of the school.

*** End of excerpt ***

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XnhShb8rvPw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XnhShb8rvPw

